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ABSTRACT 

Cloud computing is rapidly growing. Still there is need to 

enhance the cloud computing in terms of availability and 

security aspects of Cloud service. When we talks about cloud 

computing, it means we have ability to share the resources 

through internet. We can store our data on internet space that 

is provided by service provider. This totally depends upon the 

service provider that how they store the data and what kind of 

security they are applying on it. This paper focuses on the 

cloud storage system. Currently Service Providers are using 

SAN (Storage area network) as a cloud storage system that is 

very expensive and need highly trained staff to manage .NAS 

(Network Attached Storage) has been proposed in this paper 

to implement “storage as a service” in cloud. NAS is easy to 

implement and very effective for sharing of data and also in 

terms of cost. Storage as a service is implemented using NAS 

and tested in small environment. It shows that it is an effective 

storage system for cloud in terms of cost and the management 

of the system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing is a type of computing in which computer 

resources are shared and provide the access to end users 

through internet. Cloud computing provides the resources 

online to use directly rather than to having local devices and 

server. Cloud computing also brings the thing in mind that 

how we can utilize the computational power as much as 

maximum, Because in cloud computing resources are shared 

between multiple users and they are using the resources 

simultaneously so by dong this we are utilizing the 

computational power. Everything that end-user gets from 

Service provider that is called “SERVICE”. The main 

advantage of cloud computing is “Pay as per you go” means 

what kind of service end-user is using is based on the usage. 

Suppose user is using cloud storage space of 8GB so user will 

only pay for 8GB. If he/she wants to expand the space user 

need to pay as the size of space. 

Cloud Computing is a technology that uses the internet and 

multiple remote servers to maintain data and applications. In 

cloud computing end-users can uses applications without 

installation on their own systems and can access their data 

from anywhere and anytime using internet. Gmail, or Hotmail 

are Example of cloud computing.  

1.1 Service Model 
Cloud computing is a very vast domain and provides various 

services to end user. Everything that we get from cloud 

service provider over internet is called “SERVICE”. Services 

are categorized a below:- 

A. SaaS: - SaaS is software as service. As the name 

suggest service provider provides the virtual copy of 

particular software for the customer over internet. 

SP make a web interface that looks like as the 

virtual copy of that software. End-user can interact 

with that interface and can do whatever he/she 

wants without installing it on the local machine. 

Example of SaaS is “Google docs”, Microsoft 360, 

Photofunia etc.  

B. PaaS: - Next service is Platform as a service. In this 

service end user get the freedom to install their own 

developed applications on cloud platform provided 

by Service Provider. Service Provider provides a 

platform on which end-user can host the application 

or software. Example of PaaS is Googleapp engine, 

Microsoft windows azure platform. 

C. IaaS: - IaaS is an infrastructure as a service in this 

Service Providers gives the hardware, networking 

resources to end user.  Mainly storage comes under 

this section. In storage end-user get the benefits of 

storage to store the data on cloud. In this data is 

managed by service provider, end-user does not 

aware where the data is actually stored. Examples of 

IaaS are: - Google Drive, Sky drive etc. 

2. STORAGE SYSTEM IN CLOUD 
Cloud storage systems are consist of multiple storage device 

that are available all the time .Once the users store their data 

in cloud it makes multiple copies of data on multiple storage 

devices that can be located on different-different geographical 

area this is called “Data Redundancy” that is the main motive 

of cloud computing. Cloud computing ensures that once data 

is stored in cloud it must be available to end user anytime and 

from anywhere whether there is any failure of Server it should 

still be served by another server. If we talks about traditional 

Storage systems Like DAS (Direct Attached Storage) Systems 

[5]. 

2.1 DAS 
In DAS typically Service Providers uses Storage servers that 

are responsible to save and retrieve the file from the hard-

disks that are directly attached to the server. So in this 

scenario service provider need to establish separate server or 

if SP does not use separate servers then it increase the 

overhead of the server because server is responsible to serve 

the client request and also for saving the data in storage. Now 

in the DAS scenario if service provider wants to increase the 

storage space then more hard disks need to be attached that 

not only creates the overhead of the server but also decrease 

the operation time to fetch the data from the hard-disks .On 

storage system that is using DAS, RAID is required to be 

implemented to create redundancy in case of hard-disk failure. 
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The Main disadvantage of the DAS storage system is that it is 

not possible to share storage with another server so it means if 

the server crashes then the storage system is no more available 

to use [2]. 

2.2 Storage Area Network 
Storage area network storage is very famous in cloud 

computing. Most of the Service providers are using SAN 

systems to provide the services. SAN is a pool of storage 

where multiple storage devices can be connected to each other 

via local network or fiber cables. SAN stores data in the form 

of blocks. Multiple storage devices are put together and the 

seams as a single storage system. 

2.3 NAS 
Network Attached Storage systems are the dedicated storage 

systems that are connected within the network .NAS storage 

works with an IP address so it can be easily shared with the 

multiple server in cloud. NAS can be used as primary storage 

in cloud computing and also can be used to make redundancy 

of the data. Because NAS works separately that‟s why it 

decreases the overhead of the server. NAS provides the file 

systems like NFS, CIFS that can be easily shared across the 

network [2]. Now suppose we have multiple NAS storage in 

our cloud and multiples servers are there. Now the 

responsibility of server is only to serve the request of end-user 

they are not taking the headache of data storage because all 

the data is stored and managed by the NAS systems. Server 

will only take the data from users and pass it to the NAS 

system and whenever the data is required server will send a 

request to the NAS system and it will return the data. NAS 

works on network as separate machine it is capable to provide 

FTP, HTTP service so we don‟t need to establish separate 

FTP server as usually Service providers do [2]. 

3. METHODOLOGY 
In this paper NAS system is purposed to implement storage as 

a service. In this system organization can use NAS system as 

primary storage as well as backup systems to make cloud fault 

tolerant in case of any server or storage system failure. Here is 

the Architecture of the developed cloud system to provide the 

storage service to end users by implementing the web 

interface. 

A service can be implemented in two ways:- 

API- API is an application programming interface .It is used 

to serve the services to end user by installing the desktop 

application on user‟s system. End-user don‟t need to browse 

the web they can simply use this software and it will 

automatically connect to that web service and user can access 

their files. 

WEB INTERFACE: - Web interface provides full control on 

data. User need to browse the particular website to access the 

data from anywhere and anytime. In API system user need to 

install the software on system then he/she will be able to use 

the services. 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 System Architecture 

 

3.2 Load Balancer 
There are three server are running simultaneously that are 

serving the request of en-user. So in this load must be 

balanced between servers so that overhead of the server can 

be decreased. Multiple servers also help to make service 

available all the time. Suppose server1 failed or crashed and it 

is no more available so in this case server2 and server 3 are 

available to take place of server1. The role of Load balancer is 

to divide the load into three servers and it also checks that all 

servers are online and if it founds that any of the server is 

offline it automatically stops sending request to that server. In 

this scenario suppose server1 crashes then the incoming 

request will not go to the server1. Load balancer will transfer 

these requests to server2 and server3 until server1 is available. 

In this System server are responsible only to server the request 

or we can say servers are acting as management server. They 

will get the data from users and send it to the NAS system. 

NAS provides FTP service and using this service, servers can 

interact with NAS.  

4. IMPLEMENTATION 
NAS systems are used in this cloud system. There are two 

NAS are used that are synchronized to each other means data 

redundancy is there. It means if any of the NAS crashed still 

users are able to get back their data. This system is developed 

on small scale. This can be implemented on large scale by 

adding more NAS systems and more servers. 

Storage As a Service -- Here this cloud system provides 

Storage as a service to end users. To provide services to end 

user a web interface has been developed using .net c# and 

Microsoft Access Database is used as backend database to 

store user‟s information. So the web interface is running on 

each server so to maintain the session of the user a „State 

Server Session” is used. A separate server is storing the 

session state of the user. This is very important in cloud 
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because if user is logged on one server and after that load 

balancer transfer that user to another server it means another 

server need to recreate the session for that user that will be 

totally wastage of memory. That „why in this system “State 

server session” is maintained by separate server. In this case if 

load balancer transfer the request or shift the user to another 

server then the second server will fetch the session data from 

state server and will able to provide the service to end user. 

5. TESTING OF THE SYSTEM 
This system is tested in small environment and data is 

collected from different NAS system and determined that how 

much load is running on the NAS systems when the end users 

were uploading their files in the cloud. This testing is done via 

internet not on LAN. So the testing of this system is real time 

testing. Results are given below of NAS systems total users 

were 50. They all are uploading data in cloud simultaneously. 

 

Figure 1: File upload time Graph

This graph shows that how much time this system takes to 

migrate the file from client side to the NAS system this 

purposed system is evaluated in small environment and results 

are gathered by uploading multiple files of the same size. 

Here in the graph we have files of size 

100KB,1MB,5MB,10MB,15MB,20MB,25MB respectively 

and uploaded 10 files of each 10 times. It means 10 files of 

100KB uploaded 10 times into the system to get the average 

time. Here in the graph a vertical line shows the upload time 

in seconds and horizontal line shows the how many times files 

were uploaded. In this evaluation 10 times same file uploaded 

to get average time. So in the graph if we see when we are 

uploading 100 KB of files 10 times we don‟t see huge 

fluctuation, its smooth line it means we are getting almost 

equal time on every try. And if we see in files of 25 MB then 

in starting it gives fluctuation but after it‟s time line get 

smooth.  

Figure 2: Average Time Graph
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Average time graph shows the average time taken to upload 

files in the system. Here we can say that the file upload time is 

not directly proportional to the size of the file. If we look into 

the graph when we are uploading files of size 100 KB it takes 

average time of 4.59 seconds and if we see the 1MB file it 

takes 18.18 seconds to upload. Here the part of interest is that 

if we pay attention to file size here the files size is increased 

10 times, means first we are uploading 100 KB and now 

Uploading 1MB. It‟s actually more than 10 times and if we 

see the average file upload time then for 100 KB it is 4.59s 

and for 1MB it is 18.18s. If the file size in increased 10 times 

so that the time should also increase with the same ratio but 

here the time is increasing with the multiplication factor of 4 

means the expected factor is 10 but we are getting 4. It means 

time is increasing half of the expectations. 

Table 1: Upload time 

 

Let‟s compare the file upload time with first file that uploaded 

in the system that is of 100KB and it takes 4.59 seconds to 

upload. Now we will check that if we increase the file size 

how much time of upload file increases. 

Table 2: Upload Average Time 

Size of 

the File 

Average 

time(Seconds) 

Increased size  Increased 

time 

1MB 18.18 10 times 4 times 

2MB 32.02 20 times 6.97 times 

10MB 135.51 100 

times(app.) 

29.52 times 

20MB  308.71 200 times 

(app.) 

67.25 times 

25 MB 394.59 250 time 

(app.) 

85.96 times 

6. CONCLUSION  
In this system storage as a service is implemented by using 

three servers and two Network Attached Storage devices. No 

storage server in used in this system all the data is being 

stored in NAS systems. Both NAS systems are acting as 

primary storage as well as backup systems because both are 

synchronized to each other if one fails then data can be 

restored from second one. Test results of the system shows 

that system is feasible and can be implemented same this on 

the large scale to hold the huge amount of data. Here the one 

thing is that speed of data transfer is not directly proportional 

to the file size but it depends on the network speed. 
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